17th Annual Northeastern Granular Materials Workshop

Friday, June 14, 2019
Center for Soft Matter Research
New York University

The Northeastern Granular Materials Workshop (NEGW) is designed to bring researchers and students in the North East (New England, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) together to discuss their work on granular materials, active and soft matter and explore collaborations. The workshop features pedagogical talks, short contributed talks, and soundbite sessions.

Invited speakers
Celeste Nelson, Princeton University
Kerstin Nordstrom, Mount Holyoke College
Xiaoming Mao, University of Michigan
Benjamin Rogers, Brandeis University

Contributed talks
We invite you to submit titles and abstracts for the 15-minute contributed talks and soundbite sessions. Contributed talks that complement the invited talks will receive first priority with a maximum of one talk per group. The remaining submissions will be presented during the soundbite sessions. Titles and abstracts can be submitted online at http://gibbs.engr.ccny.cuny.edu/NEGW.php. Decisions concerning contributed talks will be made approximately one week before the Workshop.